Some Relevant Decrees Analysis

In this section you can access the analysis of some decrees that due to their relevance we have prepared individual reports.

- Suspension of terms by the Information Communications and Technologies Ministry
- Measures for the deployment and construction of Telecommunications infrastructure in Colombia
- The obligation to make objective reports and A-ROS to the UIAF for companies in certain sectors was suspended.
- Changes and extension of the term of the measures adopted in Colombia to face COVID-19
- Changes to decree number 531 of 2020
- Guidelines for the operation of electronic commerce companies on the occasion of COVID-19
- Decree 491 of 2020 - Ministry of Justice and Law and Extraordinary Investigations in the framework of the health emergency caused by COVID-19
- Decree 482 of 2020 - Ministry of Transport
- Extension of the deadline to update the information of the National Registry of Databases - RNBD
- Update: Suspension of terms by the SIC and Price tracking for products in the family market basket of consumer goods
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